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Speculative Fiction, Sci-Fi &
Fantasy

ANTHONY BURGESS
Anthony Burgess (1917-1993) was a novelist, poet, playwright,
composer, linguist, translator and critic. He is best known for
his novel A Clockwork Orange, but altogether he wrote thirtythree novels, twenty-five works of non-fiction, two volumes
of autobiography, three symphonies, more than 250 other
musical works, and thousands of essays, articles and
reviews.
Burgess was born in Manchester, England and grew
up in Harpurhey and Moss Side. He was educated at
Xaverian College and Manchester University. He lived
in Malaya, Malta, Monaco, Italy and the United States,
among other places. His books are still widely read all
over the world.
Puma (Manchester University Press, UK)
Rights Sold:
UK - Irwell Edition, Manchester
University Press, October 2018
Extent - 328 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material available - Final files
All Titles and Previous Publishers

Anthony Burgess’ lost science fiction novel
Puma - disentangled from the three-part structure of The End
of the World News and published here for the first time in
its intended format - is Anthony Burgess’s lost science fiction
novel. Set some way into the future, the story details the
crushing of the planet Earth by a heavyweight intruder from
a distant galaxy - the dreaded Puma. It is a visceral book
about the end of history as man has known it.
Despite its apocalyptic theme, its earthquakes and tidal
waves, murder and madness, Puma is a gloriously-comic
novel, steeped in the rich literary heritage of a world soon to
be extinguished and celebrating humanity in all its squalid
glory. In Burgess’s hands this meditation on destruction,
mitigated by the hope of salvation for a select few, becomes
powerful exploration of friendship, violence, literature and
science at the end of the world.
The novel is accompanied by a new introduction by editor
Dr Paul Wake, which examines Burgess’s preoccupation
with literary science fiction and the contexts of the novel.
The text has been fully annotated, and the volume includes
a rare piece of Burgess’s writing about New York City, his
introduction to a collection of J.G. Ballard’s short stories, and
other pieces about science fiction and apocalyptic writing.
‘[Burgess] throws out a continuous firework display of erudition
on a limitless range of topics - from astronomy and musicology
to the chemical formula for monosodium glutamate and the
rhythmic sounds of sexual intercourse.’
– J.G. Ballard, ‘Senses of an Ending’ in the Guardian
‘[Puma] is not the scorching apocalypse of Lawrence or Yeats
but a love song to what would be lost if the world went away: all
its colours and tastes and smells and finally forgivable mistakes.
It is an old song but a good one.’ – Michael Wood
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ARTHUR C CLARKE
Born in Somerset in 1917, Arthur C. Clarke wrote over sixty
books, among which are the science fiction classics 2001: A
Space Odyssey, Childhood’s End, The City and the Stars and
Rendezvous With Rama. He has won all the most prestigious
science fiction trophies, and shared an Oscar nomination
with Stanley Kubrick for the screenplay of the film of 2001.
He was knighted in 1998. He died in 2008 at his home in
Sri Lanka.
Childhood’s End (Gollancz, Orion)

A masterclass in Golden Age pacing, mystery and
wonder
The Overlords appeared suddenly over every city-intellectually, technologically, and militarily superior to
Current sales:
humankind. Benevolent, they made few demands: unify
UK - Gollancz (Orion)
Chinese Simplified - Shanghai Dook earth, eliminate poverty, and end war. With little rebellion,
Czech - Bookmedia
humankind agreed, and a golden age began.
Dutch - Atlast Contact
French - Bragelonne
Georgian - Bakur Sulakauri
German - Heyne
Hungarian - Metropolis
Italian - Mondadori
Japanese - Kobunsha
Korean - Sigongsa
Polish - Dom Rebis
Portuguese in Brazil - Aleph
Romanian - Nemira
Russian - AST & Exmo
Spanish - Minotauro
Turkish - Ithaki

But at what cost? With the advent of peace, man ceases to
strive for creative greatness, and a malaise settles over the
human race. To those who resist, it becomes evident that
the Overlords have an agenda of their own. As civilization
approaches the crossroads, will the Overlords spell the end
for humankind . . . or the beginning?

Extent - 272 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material available - Final files

‘A first-rate tour de force’ - New York Times
‘Frighteningly logical, believable, and grimly prophetic . . .
Clarke is a master’ - Los Angeles Times
‘As a science fiction writer, Clarke has all the essentials’
- The New Yorker
‘There has been nothing like it for years; partly for the actual
invention, but partly because here we meet a modern
author who understands that there may be things that have
a higher claim on humanity than its own “survival”’
- C. S. Lewis
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NAOMI MITCHISON
Naomi Mitchison was born in Edinburgh in 1897, she was one
of the foremost historical novelists of her generation.
In 1916 she married the Labour politician Dick Mitchison
and she took an active part in social and political affairs,
including women’s rights and the cause of birth control.
Some of her best known novels include The Conquered
(1923), The Corn King and the Spring Queen (1931), The
Blood of the Martyrs (1939) and The Bull Calves (1947).

UK - Originally published in 1931,
Canongate re-issued 2010
Extent - 672 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material available - Final files

In a life full of cultural and creative commitment Naomi
Mitchison knew and corresponded with a host of fellow
writers, including E.M. Forster, W.H. Auden, Wyndham Lewis,
Aldous Huxley and Neil Gunn. There are over seventy books
to her name, including biographies, essays, short stories and
poetry. Her entertaining memoirs have been published as
Small Talk (1973), All Change Here (1975) and You May Well
Ask (1970). She died in 1999.
The Corn King and The Spring Queen (Canongate, UK)

‘This breathtaking recreation of life in the ancient world
welds the power of myth and magic to a stirring plot.’
- Ian Rankin
Set over two thousand years ago on the calm and fertile
shores of the Black Sea, The Corn King and the Spring Queen
tells of ancient civilisations where tenderness, beauty and
love vie with brutality and dark magic.
Erif Der, a young witch, is compelled by her father to marry
his powerful rival, Tarrik the Corn King, so becoming the
Spring Queen. Forced by her father, she uses her magic
spells to try and break Tarrik’s power. But one night Tarrik
rescues Sphaeros, an Hellenic philosopher, from a shipwreck.
Sphaeros in turn rescues Tarrik from near death and so breaks
the enchantment that has bound him.
And so begins for Tarrik a Quest - a fabulous voyage of
discovery which will bring him new knowledge and which
will reunite him with his beautiful Spring Queen.
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John Wyndham
		

‘Perhaps the best writer of science fiction that England has 		
		
ever produced’ – Stephen King
Born in 1903, Wyndham pioneered a form of science
fiction that he labelled ‘logical fantasy’, moving away
from the ‘traditional’ form of sci-fi which was mainly set
in outer space and featured what Wyndham called
‘galactic gangsters’, to write about situations that were
rational extensions of the present day and featuring
ordinary people who try to sustain civilized values when
the normal social system has collapsed.

The Day of the Triffids, Wyndham’s first significant novel, has been permanently in print since its
publication in 1951 and remains one of his most widely-read and highly-acclaimed works. His
other classic novels include The Chrysalids, The Kraken Wakes, The Midwich Cuckoos, The Seeds
of Time and Chocky. He died in 1969.
‘…all the reality of a vividly realised nightmare.’ – The Times (on The Day of the Triffids)

The Midwich Cuckoos (Penguin, UK)
In the sleepy English village of Midwich, a mysterious silver object appears and all the inhabitants
fall unconscious. A day later the object is gone and everyone awakens unharmed – except that
all the women in the village are discovered to be pregnant.
The resultant children of Midwich do not belong to their parents: all are blonde, all are golden
eyed. They grow up too fast and their minds exhibit frightening abilities that give them control
over others and brings them into conflict with the villagers just as a chilling realisation dawns on
the world outside . . .

The Midwich Cuckoos is the classic tale of aliens in our midst, exploring how we respond when
confronted by those who are innately superior to us in every conceivable way.
Current Sales for The Midwich Cuckoos: French (Denoel); German (Heyne); Hungarian
(Galaktika); Italian (Mondadori); Russian (AST); Turkish (Tudem)
All Titles and Previous Publishers
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Literary Series

Olivia Manning
The Balkan Trilogy is the story of a marriage and of
a war, a vast, teeming, and complex masterpiece
in which Olivia Manning brings the uncertainty and
adventure of civilian existence under political and
military siege to vibrant life. Manning’s focus is not the
battlefield but the café and kitchen, the bedroom
and street, the fabric of the everyday world that
has been irrevocably changed by war, yet remains
unchanged.

Current sales:
US - NYRB Classics
UK – Arrow
German – Rowohlt
Greek – Metaichmio
Italian – Baldini Castoldi Dalai
Romanian – Nemira
Spanish – Libros del Asteroide

At the heart of the trilogy are newlyweds Guy and
Harriet Pringle, who arrive in Bucharest—the so-called
Paris of the East—in the fall of 1939, just weeks after
the German invasion of Poland. Guy, an Englishman
teaching at the university, is as wantonly gregarious as
his wife is introverted, and Harriet is shocked to discover
that she must share her adored husband with a wide
circle of friends and acquaintances. Other surprises
follow: Romania joins the Axis, and before long German
soldiers overrun the capital. The Pringles flee south to
Greece, part of a group of refugees made up of White
Russians, journalists, con artists and dignitaries. In Athens,
however, the couple will face a new challenge of their
own, as great in its way as the still-expanding theatre of
war.
Olivia Manning was born in Portsmouth, and spent much
of her youth in Ireland. She married R. D. ‘Reggie’ Smith in
1939. They lived at first in Bucharest, and her experience
there formed the basis of the work that makes up The
Balkan Trilogy. As the Germans approached Athens, she
and her husband evacuated to Egypt and ended up in
Jerusalem. They returned to London in 1946 and lived
there until her death in 1980. Her other works include
the novels Artist Among the Missing (1949); School
for Love (1951); A Different Face (1953); The Doves of
Venus (1955); The Rain Forest (1974); and The Levant
Trilogy (1977–1980, rights: Hachette). She also wrote
two volumes of short stories, Growing Up (1948) and A
Romantic Hero (1967).
‘One of the “Five Best of World War II Fiction”’ — Antony
Beevor, The Wall Street Journal
‘a major achievement in the English novel ... an
astonishing recreation.’ –The New York Times
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R F Delderfield
A Horseman Riding By is a classic saga series comprised of
Long Summer Day, Post of Honour and The Green Gauntlet.

Current sales:
UK - Hodder & Stoughton
US - Open Road

Long Summer Day: 1902-1911 An age of innocence and hope.
As Paul Craddock recovers from his Boer War injuries, he
starts to plan a new life. He invests all he has in a remote but
beautiful estate in Devon, determined to make something
wonderful of the place. Then he meets Grace, beautiful and
passionate. Equals in spirit and honour, their attraction to
each other is undeniable, but she too has ambitions - and
they may not be compatible with his.
Post of Honour: 1912-1940 A generation fallen. A country
irreparably altered. Nowhere avoids the searing loss of young
men during WWI and the remote Devon village of Shallowford
is no exception. Many never return and the lives of those who
do are changed forever. Paul Craddock must try to rebuild the
estate and the bonds broken between the people who belong
there. It is a time of huge social change and there are challenges
in peace as hard to surmount as those of war. And before they
are met, the stability and way of life so hard won are threatened
once again.
The Green Gauntlet: 1942-1964 Paul and Claire Craddock have
grown older in years - but not in spirit. Changes are taking place
in the countryside and Paul’s livelihood, his peace and vision of a
good way of life are all threatened. With the help of his children
and grandchildren, Paul starts to adapt his dreams in order to
preserve the farm. To his surprise and pleasure, in doing so he
comes to discover deeper, richer ties with those around him - ties
that hold a ripe promise for the future.

Novelist and dramatist R. F. Delderfield was born in London
in 1912. His first job was as a junior reporter on the Exmouth
Chronicle, where he worked up to the position of editor. He
wrote a number of plays and some works of non-fiction, but
is best known for his historical sagas, including A Horseman
Riding By and To Serve Them All My Days. Many of his works
have been adapted for television. He died in 1972.
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Paul Scott
Paul Scott’s epic study of British India in its final years, The
Raj Quartet, has no equal. Tolstoyan in scope and Proustian
in detail but completely individual in effect, it records the
encounter between East and West through the experiences
of a dozen people caught up in the upheavals of the
Second World War and the growing campaign for Indian
independence. Book one, The Jewel in the Crown,
describes the doomed love between an English girl
and an Indian boy, Daphne Manners and Hari Kumar.
This affair touches the lives of other characters in three
subsequent books, most of them unknown to Hari and
Daphne but involved in the larger social and political
conflicts which destroy the lovers.
Current sales:
UK: Reissued in four volumes by
Arrow 1996. Extent: 4x 528 pages
US: Reissued in two volumes by
Everyman’s Library 2007. Extent: 2x
1032 Pages
Italian: Under offer

On occasions unsparing in its study of personal dramas and
racial differences, The Raj Quartet is at all times profoundly
humane, not least in the author’s capacity to identify with a
huge range of characters. It is also illuminated by delicate
social comedy and wonderful evocations of India, all
narrated in luminous prose.
Paul Scott was born in north London in 1920. During WWII he
served in the Indian army, after which he worked for a while
in publishing. His first novel, Johnnie Sahib, was published in
1952, followed by 12 others of which the best known are The
Raj Quartet: The Jewel in the Crown, The Day of the Scorpion,
The Towers of Silence and A Division of Spoils. His last novel,
Staying On, won the Booker Prize. He died in 1978.
“A major work, a glittering combination of brilliant
craftsmanship, psychological perception and objective
reporting.” –The New York Times
“A monument eloquently expressive of affection and grief” Times Literary Supplement
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TROUBLESOME WOMEN

MOLLY KEANE
Molly Keane was born in Co.Kildare, Ireland in 1904 to an
Anglo-Irish gentry family. She described her interests when
young as ‘hunting and horses and having a good time’
and said that she began writing only to supplement her
dress allowance. Between 1928 and 1956 she published
eleven novels under the pseudonym M.J. Farrell; in the
circles in which she moved, to be known as a writer
would have been social death. Witty, perceptive, and
often remorselessly cruel, Molly Keane had an acute
eye for character, writing not only about the beauty of
the sheltered world of big houses and field sports she
knew so well, but also the all-pervading selfishness of
people whose only loyalty was to their pet dogs.
GOOD BEHAVIOUR (Virago, UK)
Silverue - an enchanting Irish mansion - is owned by one of
Current sales:
the most frightening mothers in fiction - the indomitable,
Good Behaviour:
oppressively girlish Lady Bird. Blessed with wealth and
French
beautiful children she has little to worry about except the
(Editions De La Table Ronde)
Italian (Astoria)
passing of the years and the return of her son John’s sanity.
Spanish (Contraseña)
To help her through the potentially awkward occasion of
John’s return from the asylum she has enlisted the support of
Leaving Without Tears, Taking
Eliza, a woman she believes to be her confidante. But Eliza
Chances, The Rising Tide, Treasure
has her own secrets, and John’s homecoming will prove the
Hunt, Full House - French
catalyst for revelations which Lady Bird would much rather
(Editions De La Table Ronde)
leave buried.
Devoted Ladies:
Italian (Astoria)

‘She writes with the clarity and wisdom of someone who can
make sense of human foibles through all their stages from
youth to old age.’ - Guardian
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DOROTHY WHIPPLE
Described as the ‘Jane Austen of the 20th Century’ by J. B.
Priestley, Dorothy Whipple (1893-1966) was an extraordinarily
gifted story-teller who enjoyed a period of great popularity
in the 1930s and 1940s with her tales of mainly middle-class
domestic trauma which were hailed as worthy successors
to the work of Elizabeth Gaskell and George Eliot. Two of
her novels, They Were Sisters and They Knew Mr Knight,
were made into feature films.
THEY WERE SISTERS (Persephone Books, UK)
‘They Were Sisters is a compulsively readable but often
harrowing novel by one of Persephone’s best writers,
who always manages to make the ordinary extraordinary.’
- Celia Brayfield
Current sales:
Someone at a Distance:
German (Kein und Aber)
Spanish (Ediciones Palabra)
Russian (AST)

They Were Sisters:
Italian (Astoria)

Like her other works, this apparently gentle novel has a
very strong theme, in this case domestic violence. Three
sisters marry very different men and the choices they
make determine whether they will flourish, be tamed or be
repressed. Lucy’s husband is her beloved companion; Vera’s
husband bores her and she turns elsewhere; and Charlotte’s
husband is a bully who turns a high-spirited naive young girl
into a deeply unhappy woman.

They Were Sisters was turned into a major Hollywood film in
1945.
`[A] menacing tone from start to finish. I eavesdropped on
the lives of Lucy, Charlotte and Vera, compelled to go on but
with a sense of simmering dread.’ - Independent on Sunday
‘The sparkling achievements of this accomplished novelist,
not the least of which is the ability - rarer today than it should
be - simply to entertain.’ - Spectator
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MARY WESLEY
Mary Wesley (1912–2002) was one of Britain’s most successful
post-war novelists. She wrote books for children and adults,
including the novel The Camomile Lawn, adapted for
television by Peter Hall. She also wrote a memoir, Part of
the Scenery, and after her death was the subject of an
authorised biography, Wild Mary, by Patrick Marnham.
THE CAMOMILE LAWN (Vintage, UK)
Behind the large house, the fragrant camomile lawn
stretches down to the Cornish cliffs. Here, in the dizzying
heat of August 1939, five cousins have gathered at their
aunt’s house for their annual ritual of a holiday. For most
of them it is the last summer of their youth, with the heady
exhilarations and freedoms of lost innocence, as well as the
fears of the coming war.
Current Sales:
The Camomile Lawn:
Dutch (Uitgeverij Unieboek)
Estonian (Varrak)

The Camomile Lawn moves from Cornwall to London and
back again, over the years, telling the stories of the cousins,
their family and their friends, united by shared losses and
lovers, by family ties and the absurd conditions imposed by
A Sensible Life. A Dubious Legacy, war as their paths cross and recross over the years.

An Imaginative Experience:
Dutch (Uitgeverij Unieboek)

-Mary Wesley presents an extraordinarily vivid and lively
picture of wartime London: the rationing, imaginatively
Second Fiddle: Danish (Lindhart &
circumvented; the fallen houses; the parties, the new-found
Ringhof)
comforts of sex, the desperate humour of survival - all of it
Harnessing Peacocks: Arabic (Dar evoked with warmth, clarity and stunning wit. And through it
all, the cousins and their friends try to hold on to the part of
Al-Saqi), French (Editions Heloise
themselves that laughed and played dangerous games on
d’Ormesson)
that camomile lawn.
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KATE O’BRIEN
Kate O’Brien was born in Limerick City in 1897. After the
success of her play Distinguished Villa in 1926, she took to
full-time writing and was awarded the 1931 James Tait
Black Prize for her debut novel Without My Cloak. Kate
O’Brien is best known for her novels The Ante-Room, The
Land of Spices, and That Lady. Many of her books deal
with issues of female agency and sexuality in ways that
were new and radical at the time. Throughout her life,
O’Brien felt a particular affinity with Spain—while her
experiences in the Basque Country inspired Mary Lavelle,
she also wrote a life of the Spanish mystic Teresa of Avila,
and she used the relationship between the Spanish King
Philip II and Maria de Mendoza to write the anti-fascist novel
That Lady. She died in Faversham, near Canterbury, in 1974.
Current sales:
Teresa of Avila: Spanish (Vaso Roto_ FAREWELL SPAIN (Virago, UK)

Farewell Spain: German (Romerweg)
All Titles and Previous Publishers

This distinctly personal elegy was written during the early days
of the Spanish Civil War by a writer whose future was indelibly
marked by a year of travelling in a unique and changing
country. A series of reminiscences, impressions and vivid
insights, Kate O’Brien’s thoughtful journey offers something
unique at every stage, and captures perfectly the spirit of
a lost place and the experience of travel and memory.
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SHORT STORIES

ANTHONY BURGESS
Few writers have been more versatile than Anthony Burgess:
one of the leading novelists of his day, he was also a poet,
playwright, composer, linguist, translator and critic. In
addition to his best-known work, A Clockwork Orange, he
wrote thirty-three novels, twenty-five works of non-fiction,
two volumes of autobiography, three symphonies, more
than 150 other musical works, reams of journalism and
much more. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Literature, received honorary degrees from St Andrews,
Birmingham and Manchester universities and was
created Commandeur des Arts et des Lettres.

Current Sales
French (Grasset)
Russian (Inostrannaya Literatura)
All Titles and Previous Publishers

THE DEVIL’S MODE AND OTHER STORIES (Vintage, UK)
Conjuring up distant times as well as the present, faraway
places and familiar ones, ordinary human conflict and the
deepest questions of the human condition, Anthony Burgess
dazzles with these brilliantly crafted stories.
He imagines a meeting between Shakespeare and
Cervantes, Attila the Hun’s thoughts on civilization, Claude
Debussy’s musical discovery and a man who becomes a
permanent traveller.
‘One of the most productive, imaginative and risk-taking of
writers.’ - Irish Times

Short Stories 19

ARTHUR C CLARKE
Along with H G Wells and Isaac Asimov, Sir Arthur C Clarke
is rightly considered one of the founding fathers of modern
science fiction. He authored or co-authored over 100
books of science fiction and science fact, and his visions
of space travel and computing sparked the imagination
of readers and scientists alike. His works include the
classic short story The Sentinel, which formed the
basis for 2001: A Space Odyssey, which he co-wrote
with Stanley Kubrick. Other novels which received
significant critical acclaim include Rendezvous with
Rama, Fountains of Paradise (Hugo and Nebula award
winner 1979),Childhood’s End, a classic of alien literature
and one of his best novels, and The City and the Stars.
Current Sales
French (Bragelonne)
Hebrew (Moby-Dick Publishing)
Korean (Minumin)
Russian (AST)

He received numerous honours, including several Doctorates
in science and literature, a Franklin Institute Gold Medal and
the Marconi Fellowship, and in 1998 was knighted in the New
Year’s Honours List. He died in 2008, at his home in Sri Lanka,
shortly after completing his final book, The Last Theorem.

All Titles and Previous Publishers

THE COLLECTED STORIES (Gollancz, UK)
From early work like ‘Rescue Party’ and ‘The Lion of Comarre’
through classic stories including ‘The Star’, ‘Earthlight’, ‘The
Nine Billion Names of God’, and ‘The Sentinel’ (kernel of the
later novel and movie 2001: A Space Odyssey), all the way to
later work like ‘A Meeting with Medusa’ and ‘The Hammer of
God’, this comprehensive short story collection encapsulates
one of the great science fiction careers of all time.

‘Clarke’s grave and lucidly written fiction vaults
metaphysically across millennia and contracts the nearinfinite arc of astronomical time…[the best of the stories]
are like fairy tales – wise, light-hearted but emotionally
compelling, calmly luminous in their descriptions of terrible
or miraculous events vivid with a sense of sadness and
loss, and like all profound stories of magic, essentially
improbable,
essentially
convincing.’
–
Guardian
‘Some of the best science fiction ever written.’ – Observer
‘Nearly 1,000 pages of some of the best short fiction
the field has ever seen.’ – Science Fiction Chronicle

Short Stories 20

War, Trickery, Fear and Innocence
Roald Dahl

From Roald Dahl, the master of the sting in the tail, a newly collected series
of his darkest stories for adults.
Dahl understood our deepest secrets, desires and fears and in Penguin’s War, Trickery,
Fear and Innocence - he explores our hidden selves.
Penguin (Michael Joseph) published all four volumes on 10th August 2017

In war, are we at our heroic
best
or
our
cowardly
worst?
Featuring
the
autobiographical stories from
Roald Dahl’s time as a fighter
pilot in the Second World War
as well as seven other tales of
conflict and strife, Dahl reveals
the human side of our most
inhumane activity.
Among other stories, you’ll
read about the pilot shot down
in the Libyan desert, the fighter
plane that vanishes inside a mysterious thick white
cloud and the soldier who returns from war but has
been shockingly changed by his experiences

Do you enjoy being scared?
Featuring fourteen classic
spine-chilling stories chosen
by Roald Dahl, these tales of
ghostly goings-on will have
you shivering with fear as you
turn the pages.
They include such timeless
and haunting stories as
Sheridan Le Fanu’s The Ghost
of a Hand, Edith Wharton’s
Afterward, Cynthia Asquith’s
The Corner Shop and Mary
Treadgold’s The Telephone.

How underhand could you
be to get what you want? In
these ten tales of dark and
twisted trickery Roald Dahl
reveals that we are at our
smartest and most cunning
when we set out to deceive
others - and, sometimes,
even ourselves.
Here, among others, you’ll
read of the married couple
and the parting gift which
rocks their marriage, the
light fingered hitch-hiker and the grateful motorist,
and discover why the serious poacher keeps a few
sleeping pills in his arsenal.

What makes us innocent
and how do we come
to lose it? Featuring the
autobiographical
stories
telling of Roald Dahl’s
boyhood and youth as
well as four further tales
of innocence betrayed,
Dahl touches on the joys
and horrors of growing up.
Among
other
stories,
you’ll read about the
wager that destroys a
girl’s faith in her father, the landlady who has
plans for her unsuspecting young guest and
the commuter who is horrified to discover that
a fellow passenger once bullied him at school.

GRAHAM GREENE

Current Sales
Chinese simplified (Foreign
Language Teaching and
Researching Publishing);
France (Robert Laffont);
Japan (Hayakawa);
Korea (Freedom Hill)
All Titles and Previous Publishers

Graham Greene (1904 - 1991) is recognised as one of the
most important writers of the twentieth century, achieving
both literary acclaim and popular success. His best
known works include Brighton Rock, The Heart of the
Matter, The Quiet American and The Power and the
Glory. Born in 1904, he went into journalism on leaving
Oxford, before dedicating himself full-time to his writing
with his first big success Stamboul Train. He became
involved in screenwriting and wrote adaptations for
the cinema as well as original screenplays, the most
successful being The Third Man. Religious, moral and
political themes are at the root of much of his writing,
and throughout his life he travelled to some of the wildest
and most volatile parts of the world which provided
settings for his fiction. He died in 1991 at the age of 86 .
COMPLETE SHORT STORIES (Penguin Classics, UK)
A collection spanning 60 years of his writing, Graham
Greene’s Complete Short Stories confirms his status as a
20th-century master of fiction. With brevity and intensity,
the stories illuminate the furthest reaches of the human
condition – innocence, corruption, desire, pride, duplicity,
mortality – combining the intrigue, wit and moral ambiguity
that characterise Greene’s style.

Short Stories 22

ANNA KAVAN
Anna Kavan (1901–1968) is one of the greatest unsung
enigmas in twentieth-century British literature. Born Helen
Ferguson, circumstance led her to change her name to that
of one of her characters. Despite struggling with mental
illness and heroin addiction for most of her life she was still
able to write fiction that was as powerful and memorable
as any English female writer of the last 150 years..
ASYLUM PIECE (Peter Owen, UK)
From the author of Ice, Anna Kavan’s Asylum Piece is
one of the most extraordinary and terrifying evocations
of human madness ever written.
This collection of stories, mostly interlinked and largely
autobiographical, chart the descent of the narrator from
Current Sales
the onset of neurosis to final incarceration at a Swiss clinic.
Asylum Piece:
The sense of paranoia, of persecution by a foe or force that
Italian (Grande Illusion)
is never given a name evokes The Trial by Franz Kafka, the
Swedish (Forlaget Glas)
writer with whom Kavan is most often compared, though
Sleep Has His House: Turkish (Alfa) Kavan’s deeply personal, restrained and almost foreignaccented style has no true model. The same characters
Julia and the Bazooka: Turkish (Alfa) who recur throughout — the protagonist’s unhelpful
‘advisor’, the friend/lover who abandons her at the
A Scarcity of Love: Spanish
clinic, and an assortment of deluded companions — are
(Manantial)
sketched without a trace of the rage, self-pity or sentiment
that have marked more recent Prozac memoirs.
Praise for Asylum Piece:
‘Pervaded by a sense of intolerable oppression, lit by
sudden shafts of delight in the natural world, their concise
artistry proclaims how consumately she knew and rode her
devils.’ – Guardian
‘Anna Kavan charges the space between her words and
the reader’s mind with a continuous crackle of electricity.’
– New Statesman
‘A writer of unusual imaginative power.’ – Edwin Muir
‘An artist of great distinction.’ – L.P. Hartley
‘A classic equal to the work of Kafka.’ – Anaïs Nin
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DOROTHY L. SAYERS
Dorothy L. Sayers (1893-1957) was a playwright, scholar,
and acclaimed author of mysteries, best known for
her books featuring the gentleman sleuth Lord Peter
Wimsey. She also wrote theological essays and criticism
during and after World War II, and in 1949 published
the first volume of a translation of Dante’s Divine
Comedy (which she considered to be her best work).
LORD PETER WIMSEY - THE COMPLETE SHORT STORIES
(Hodder & Stoughton, UK)

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Discover Dorothy L. Sayers’ inimitable Golden Age detective
in this collection of the complete Lord Peter Wimsey stories.
Presented in chronological order, these short stories
see Lord Peter Wimsey bringing his trademark wit and
unique detection skills to all manner of mysteries. From
poisoned port to murder in fancy dress, Wimsey draws
on his many skills - including his expertise in fine wine and
appreciation of fine art - to solve cases far and wide, some
even taking him to foreign countries and unexpected
hiding places in pursuit of miscreants and murderers.
Containing twenty-one stories, this is the ultimate
collection for fans of classic detective fiction.
‘She brought to the detective novel originality, intelligence,
energy and wit.’ - P. D. James
‘She combined literary prose with powerful suspense, and it
takes a rare talent to achieve that. A truly great storyteller’.
– Minette Walters
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DYLAN THOMAS
Dylan Thomas was born in Swansea in 1914. One
of the finest poets of his generation, he also wrote
short stories, film scripts and radio plays, including
the masterpiece Under Milk Wood. He died on
9 November 1953 in New York, shortly after his
39th birthday. In 1982 his memorial stone was
unveiled in ‘Poets’ Corner’ in Westminster Abbey.
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG DOG (Orion
UK)
These semi-autobiographical stories set in Dylan
Thomas’s hometown of Swansea see the young poet
Current sales
develop from wide-eyed child to impish schoolboy,
Danish (De Poetiske Bureaus Forlag) from yearning adolescent to roaming local newspaper
Norwegian (Bokvennen Forlag)
reporter. Thomas populates his Swansea with memorable
Portuguese (Porto Editora)
characters and evokes the misadventures of his
Romanian (Polirom)
boyhood with lyricism and humour. Keenly observed
and written in the poet’s unmistakeably playful prose,
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Dog is an exuberant
and poignant depiction of the passions of youth.
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JOHN WYNDHAM
Born in 1903, John Wyndham pioneered a form of science fiction that he labelled ‘logical fantasy’, moving away from the
‘traditional’ form of sci-fi which was mainly set in outer space
and featured what Wyndham called ‘galactic gangsters’,
to write about situations that were rational extensions of
the present day and featuring ordinary people who try
to sustain civilized values when the normal social system has collapsed.

The Day of the Triffids, Wyndham’s first significant
novel, remains one of his most widely-read and highlyacclaimed works. His other classic novels include The
Chrysalids, The Kraken Wakes, The Midwich Cuckoos and
Chocky. He died in 1969.
THE SEEDS OF TIME and CONSIDER HER WAYS: AND OTHERS
All Titles and Previous Publishers (Penguin UK)
In these two collections of stories, Wyndham conducts an
exploration of the science fiction staple - what if?
If a mind could be transferred into the body of another… if
forms of life could travel across the galaxies…if human beings
were not foolish enough to believe only in what they see…if
time travel were a real possibility.
In these brilliant and mesmerising short stories, John Wyndham
makes all things seem possible. The glimpses of future worlds
are breath-taking in their clarity and confirm John Wyndham’s
status as one of the most innovative writers of his time.
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JANE GARDAM
Jane Gardam is the only writer to have been twice awarded
the Whitbread/Costa Prize for Best Novel of the Year, for
The Queen of the Tambourine and The Hollow Land. She
also holds a Heywood Hill Literary Prize for a lifetime’s
contribution to the enjoyment of literature. She was
awarded an OBE in 2009. Her novels include God on the
Rocks, which was shortlisted for the Booker Prize; Faith
Fox; The Flight of the Maidens; the bestselling Old Filth,
which was shortlisted for the Orange Prize in 2015; The
Man in the Wooden Hat; and most recently, Last Friends.

Current sales:
Danish (Modtryk)
Dutch (Cossee)
French (Lattes)
German (Hanser)
Italian (Sellerio)
Lithuanian (Tyto Alba)
Norwegian (Gyldendal)
Swedish (Weyler)
All Titles and Previous Sales

THE OLD FILTH TRILOGY (Abacus, UK)
Emotionally distant but highly successful Edward Feathers, his
beautiful wife Betty, and his devilishly handsome professional
rival (and Betty’s one-time lover) Edward Veneering are
the anchors of this series, with each novel focusing on a
different character. Feathers was a “raj orphan”- born
in Far East British colonies and raised in England - while
Veneering’s own path to legal renown is as Dickensian as his
name. Filth and his circle tell a bittersweet tale of enduring
friendship while contending with the disappointments and
consolations of age as an empire declines around them.
‘Gripping and funny, and I had great fun broadcasting it on
Book at Bedtime’ - Martin Jarvis
‘Sharp, humane, generous and wonderfully funny, she is one
of our finest writers’ – Hilary Mantel
‘Readers will relish Old Filth for its compassionate wisdom,
its comprehension of the way we lived then and now, and
for its absolute mastery of authorial tone – the product of a
lifetime of experience and craft. It is a Rembrandt portrait
of a novel. Don’t miss it.’ - Amanda Craig (New Statesman)
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PENELOPE LIVELY
Dame Penelope Lively is the author of many prize-winning
novels and short-story collections for both adults and children. She has twice been shortlisted for the Booker Prize:
for her first novel, The Road to Lichfield, and again for
According to Mark. She won the 1987 Booker Prize for
her highly acclaimed novel Moon Tiger. Her latest book
Life in the Garden (2017) is a meditation of gardening,
literature, creativity and living.
MOON TIGER (Penguin UK)
Moon Tiger is a haunting tale of loss and desire, which
won the Man Booker prize in 1987 and was one of five titles
shortlisted for the Golden Man Booker prize in 2018.
Current sales:
Arabic (Ebdaat Alabia)
Bulgarian (Pergament)
Chinese Simplified (Beijing Uni-Wisdom)
Czech (Host)
Italian (Guanda)
Lithuanian (LWUP)
Macedonian (Ad Verbum)
All Titles and Previous Publishers

In Moon Tiger, Claudia Hampton is beautiful, famous, independent, dying. But she remains defiant to the last, telling
her nurses that she will write a ‘history of the world . . . and
in the process, my own’. And this is her story, from a childhood just after the First World War through the Second and
beyond.
But Claudia’s life is entwined with others and she must allow
those who knew her, loved her, the chance to speak, to
put across their point of view. There is Gordon, brother and
adversary; Jasper, her untrustworthy lover and father of Lisa,
her cool conventional daughter; and then there is Tom, her
one great love, found and lost in wartime Egypt.
‘This is Mrs Lively’s masterpiece, and one of the best novels I
have read for years.’ - Sunday Telegraph
‘Very clever: evocative, thought-provoking and hangs on
the mind long after it is finished.’ - Literary Review
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JOSEPHINE TEY
Josephine Tey (1896 - 1952) is one of the best-known
and best-loved of all crime writers. She began to write
full time after the successful publication of her first novel
in 1929, The Man in the Queue, which introduced
Inspector Grant of Scotland Yard. In 1937 she
returned to crime writing with A Shilling for Candles,
but it wasn’t until after the Second World War that
the majority of her crime novels were published. A
number of her novels have been adapted for radio
and television.

Current Sales
French (10/18)
German (Audoba/Audio)
Italian (Mondadori)
All Titles and Previous Publishers

A SHILLING FOR CANDLES (Random House, UK)
Beneath the sea cliffs of the south coast, suicides
are a sad but common fact. Yet even the hardened
coastguard knows something is wrong when a
beautiful young film actress is found lying dead on the
beach one morning. Inspector Grant has to take a
more professional attitude: death by suicide, however
common, has to have a motive - just like murder...

NICOLA UPSON
Nicola Upson has developed a passion for the theatre
and literature of the interward period, and an admiration
for the writing of Jospehine Tey in particular. Her research
has included many conversations with people who
remember the time and who knew Josephine Tey,
including Sir John Gielgud and Margaret Harris, one of
the design team ‘Motley‘. The lastest title in the series,
Nine Lessons, was shortlisted for the CWA Historical
Dagger. Sorry for the Dead will be the 8th instalment in
a series of crime novels featuring a fictionalised version
of Josephine Tey as their main character - one of the
leading authors of Britain’s Golden Age of crime writing.
SORRY FOR THE DEAD (Faber & Faber, UK)
In 1916, an artist moves into a farmhouse on the Sussex
Downs and finds a tantalising clue to its past. Years later,
Josephine Tey returns to the same house and remembers
the two women with whom she once lodged as a young
teacher. As past and present collide, with murders two
decades apart, Josephine is forced to face the possibility
that the scandal which threatened to destroy those
women’s lives hid a much darker secret.
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